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AMP was facing difficulties holding video conference
calls from their remote offices due to the difference in
VC and UC platforms, the age of some of the
technology, the outdated programming, and differing
UX functionality in each country.
Given the extensiveness of this rollout and the large-
scale deployment of the project, the challenge
globally was to adhere to the standards already
developed by Pro AV Solutions for the Melbourne
project to ensure global consistency. The room
standards set needed to be flexible yet functional to
enable integration into pre-existing rooms as a
refurbishment for all other locations. Technology
solutions had to be adaptable, contemporary, and easy
to use so that staff members and the wider AMP
community were confident using them to improve
productivity and collaboration, delivering on AMP’s
aspirations.
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Pro AV Solutions, in conjunction with Optus Business, was engaged by AMP to enable 
workers to collaborate more effectively and efficiently, connecting their teams globally.

Due to their extensive 
experience delivering 
UC/VC Collaboration 

solutions for AMP in 
Australia, GPA was called 

upon to rollout the set 
global standards in their 

Australian, London, 
Singapore, Hong Kong, 

Tokyo, New York, and 
Chicago offices.
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With the clever design from our solutions
architect, who was guided by the Global
Account Manager, we were able to negotiate
and align with many key vendor partners to
specify and scope a standard room type for
AMP.

As an integral part of the scope was to improve
the spaces’ useability, Pro AV dedicated our
expert User Interface Developer to custom
build the Crestron user interface, ensuring a
consistent user experience throughout all AMP
rooms globally.
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This undertaking was a challenge, as
there were multiple user groups with
differing levels of expertise providing
input and feedback. Pro AV took on
board all feedback received during
the project from IT departments, team
managers, and everyday users. The
end result was an optimal user-
friendly interface for each panel that
was suitable for all different user
groups.

Attention to detail with factors that may be considered minute for local rollouts, such as language,
were critical considerations for this global project. For example, common icons and wording
needed to be easily referenced and understood across all countries. Pro AV’s User Interface
Developer worked closely with his counterparts in each location to ensure the standard was
unchanged and assisted them remotely during the commissioning of these spaces. This process
took approximately four months in the development phase and six months in the rollout phase.
However, the result was an excellent outcome with zero support calls lodged for users confused
about running a meeting or controlling the space.


